An electrochemical route to graphene oxide.
Large-scale graphene oxide (GO) with adjustable resistivity was synthesized from graphite via an electrochemical method using KCl solution as an effective electrolyte. During the exfoliation process, electrostatic force intercalates chloride ions between the expanded graphite layers on the anode. These chloride ions form small gas bubbles between the graphite layers in the electrochemical reaction. It is believed that the gas bubbles expand the gap between graphite sheets and produce a separating force between adjacent graphene layers. This separating force overcomes the Van der Waals force between adjacent sheets and exfoliates graphene layers from the starting graphite. Because the graphene is electrochemically oxidized by chorine during the exfoliation, the exfoliated GO sheets are hydrophilic and easily dispersed in the electrolyte solution. The GO solution prepared by the electrochemical exfoliation can be simply sprayed or spin-coated onto any substrate for device applications. The measured average thicknesses of a monolayer, bilayer, and trilayer exfoliated GO on SiO2 substrate were 1.9, 2.8, and 3.9 nm, respectively. It was observed that the measured resistance of the exfoliated GO sheets increases due to electrochemical oxidation in the solution. This electrochemical approach offers a low-cost and efficient route to the fabrication of graphene based devices.